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(1) Warranty period
  One year after the device is delivered.
(2) Scope of warranty
<Hardware>

 If our product breaks down within the warranty period due to its design or whose cause is 
deemed to be manufacturing based, we will provide a substitute for applicable goods at our 
cost. We shall bear no responsibility whatsoever for any damages, lost earnings or 
compensation for production due to secondary disasters, regardless of their predictability.

 If the following applies, it will be excluded from the scope of the warranty.
 (a) If the cause of a breakdown lies outside of our company.
 (b) If the product was handled or used inappropriately by the consumer.

 (c) If a modification or repair was made by someone other than our company or a provider 
entrusted by our company.

 (d) If the customer fails to perform maintenance and services that our company stipulates, 
or fails to handle or perform maintenance based on the requirements and standards 
described in the user's manual.

 (f) If the use or storing of the product was carried out in an environment not suitable 
according to the installation standards stipulated by our company.

 (g) If damage arises from corrosion of materials due to the atmosphere, etc.
 (h) If the power source, air source and/or grounding do not comply with what our 

company specifies, or a breakdown is due to such error. 
 (i) If the consumption of lamps, fuses, LCDs etc. is excessive, or for products with 

consumable properties, such as printing paper, ink, printer ribbon, external media, etc.
 (j) If a breakdown is caused by fire, water damage, earthquake, thunderbolt or other acts 

of providence.
 For devices (PCs, printers, PLC, etc.)that constitute components in the system and which 

were manufactured by a third party to our company, according to the basic specifications 
with the consent of customer, such products shall be subject to the warranty conditions of 
the manufacturer of the purchased product and we shall bear no responsibility whatsoever 
beyond this.

<Software>
  We guarantee that our software (PD-NO1 system package) will operate as described in the 

specifications or user's manual provided by our company to your company if the system is 
used with the hardware we specify in the appropriate environmental conditions stipulated 
by our company. However, we do not guarantee the following.

(a) That the execution of the software program will not be interrupted.
 (b) That there are no errors in the software.
 (c) That errors in the software shall be completely repaired.
 (d) That it will not conflict with other software.

If a failure is found with a program we created, or if it is clear that it obviously is not 
functioning fully within the warranty period, we will take action, such as eliminating the 
failure or making repairs at no cost. We shall bear no responsibility whatsoever for any 

damages, lost earnings or compensation for production due to secondary disasters, 
regardless of their predictability.

 If the following applies, it will be excluded from the scope of the warranty.
 (a) If the breakdown is caused by fire, water damage, earthquake, thunderbolt or other 

acts of providence.
 (b) If the customer misused, modified, added functions or used the system for any purpose 

other than processing data.
 (c) If the system is used in an operating environment that does not comply with the 

conditions specified by our company.
 (d) If the customer implements changes (including version updates, upgrading) to the 

software on their own, without the consent of our company.
 (e) If there is damage (virus, etc.) for reasons not attributable as the responsibility of our 

company.
  The warranty conditions based on the licensing requirements agreed by a third party and 

our company applies to software (OS, driver, commercially supplied packaged software, 
etc. Hereafter,the third party software.) which our company licenses from a third party. 

  In the event that damage is found to be from a virus after the software was delivered by our 
company, and if it is clear that said damage was caused by the virus entering the product 
before the delivery was made to your company, our company will take action, such as 
eliminating the failure or making repairs at no cost as per the above. We shall bear no 
responsibility whatsoever for anything other than the above.

(3) Notes on restoration and replacement
  With respect to restoration or replacement, in the event that our company or a provider our 

company entrusts deems it necessary, your company may be asked to return the product to 
its initial operating status or a status equivalent thereto. 

(4) Failure analysis
  In principle, we do not investigate the causes of failures or create investigation reports. 

Further, it may not be possible to conduct a failure analysis due to restrictions such as 
intellectual property right or agreements.

(5) Revision or abolition

changed without advance notice.
(6) Maintenance support

sent to your site, please make a separate agreement.
(7) Using the product

  In using this product your company is to provide an appropriate fool-proof or fail-safe 
environment around the product so that no serious accident can occur if there is a failure. 

  The product is not designed or manufactured for the purpose of use in nuclear power, 
combustion control, aviation, railway, medical device, entertainment machines or other 
applications capable of having a large impact on human life and property. If you are 
considering using it in such a way, please consult with our sales representative.
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A New Age in Compact 
Instrumentation System is Born
A New Age in Compact 

Instrumentation System is Born
Hitachi Compact Instrumentation System PD-NO1 is a newly conceived 
instrumentation system which equips a PLC with a DCS operation module, 
enabling it to use DCS software.

Full-scale Instrumentation System Composed of a 
General-purpose Computer and a PLC
Full-scale Instrumentation System Composed of a 
General-purpose Computer and a PLC
The system adopts a general-purpose PC and a PLC, so it can be introduced at a lower initial cost. 
Further, maintenance costs can be reduced since the customer handles the maintenance and 
replacement of spare parts.

Supports Complicated Analog Control with a DCS Operating ModuleSupports Complicated Analog Control with a DCS Operating Module
Complicated loop control and sequence control is made possible with a PLC equipped with a DCS 
operating module.
The system can achieve a high-level of continuous control and batch control, which conventional PLC 
instrumentation was said to be poor at.

Full Monitoring Operation Software and Engineering Tools 
are Available
Full Monitoring Operation Software and Engineering Tools 
are Available
A complete set of monitoring operation software necessary for handling graphics, trend and logs is 
available as standard.
The engineering tools come equipped with the instrumentation oriented language SLC, which has a 
good track record in the Hitachi EX series, allowing the customer to construct a system easily.

DCS: Distributed Control System
PLC: General name for a sequencer (Programmable Logic Controller)
SLC: Hitachi Instrumentation Software (Soft-Less Controller)

Equipped with a DCS operating module independent of the main CPU
Loop control and sequence control operations are conducted within the module.
Main CPU is used for power in/output and processing communication.

IntegrationIntegration

 ＊Manufactured by Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems Co., Ltd.

Newly conceived instrumentation system that has 
a PLC equipped with a DCS operation module
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Operator's Console

Controller

CPU LINK

PLC

FL-net

Each company PLC

Control LAN (Ethernet redundancy)

Advantages of PLCAdvantages of PLC
Powerful analog control function
Full monitoring operation 
software package
Inheritability of software assets

Excellent cost performance
Excellent in user maintenance ability
Ease in obtaining hardware

Controller appearance

Main CPU Communication I/O boardPower Supply DCS operating module

Hitachi Compact Instrumentation 
System PD-NO1

Advantages of DCSAdvantages of DCS
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PI/O processingRegistering logs Self-documentingRegistering alarmsAlarm display LogsTrendsGraphics

Loop Detail Monitoring

Comes loaded with the highly-reputed instrumentation oriented language SLC for DCS, which is 
easy to use and has a variety of functions.
A cascade loop and a complicated control circuit, in which the loop and sequence are linked, can 
be described easily, whereas it was difficult using a ladder. Easy to understand and describe. It is 
burden-free, with no need to create software separately, using a PC and a PLC and linking them.

Software with Hitachi's good track record over many years in the field of DCS has been adopted 
for monitoring operations.
The user doesn't have to prepare application software separately since a complete set of 
monitoring operation software necessary for operation is standard equipment.

Equipped with functions necessary for operations, such as graphics screens and trends.The system supports reliable and 
efficient operation.
Also, fully equipped with track record management functions, such as log and alarm history.The system provides a powerful 
back-up for administrative work.

[Abundant Screens that are Necessary for Operation][AAb d t S th t[AAbundannt Screens that a[AAbundannt Screens that a[AAbundannt Screens that a[

Sequence Detail Monitoring

Grade Management System

Creating Loop Control

Creating Sequence Control

Creating Graphics

The system offers monitoring/control software registration and self-documenting functions put together in one 
package.
A ladder registration tool for the PLC is also attached for PI/O registration.

[Packaged with functions necessary for engineering]

● Display instrument window
● 4X screen
● Subgraphics screen

● Maximum, minimum, 
average value display

● Related trends display
● Point data display

● Log preview
● Check and modification 

of data

● List of current alarms display
● Level of breakdown, serious

 or minor display

User alarm and operation 
guide are registered in the 
form of a table.

Register the TAG and format 
definitions for logs using 
Microsoft®  Excel.

PI/O is registered with a 
ladder on the PLC side.

Registration content is 
output into a document in a 
graphical format.

Loop detailed information display function standard
The loop detail monitoring screen displays a list with detailed information of 
each for loop instruments.
Tuning can be done for each setting or for control parameters, such as PID, 
while viewing the measurement and setting values and trends in operation. 
Further, you can monitor the control circuit as well. 

Visually grasp sequence operation status
The easy-to-read time chart format is used for sequence control.
The progress status of processes and the output status of valves and 
pumps are displayed in an easy-to-understand way, with different colors for 
the process being executed and the condition of circuit output. Further, it is 
possible to monitor when the requirements for a process shift have been 
met.

Recipe control function standard
The system has database function that controls the parameters for each 
production recipe. Formulated data can be set in the parameters for control 
circuits in conjunction with the sequence control.
The formulated data can be viewed or modified via a designated screen.

A wealth of standard control blocks are provided
for analog control
Standard equipped with various process blocks necessary for describing 
loop control. Just connecting the blocks enables a description of the control 
circuit. These blocks are standard equipped with supplementary functions 
needed for creating instrumentation loops. For example, input processing 
not only connects the analog input signal and a PV value, but also functions 
for filtering as well as checking alarms.

Easy-to-understand Sequence Description
When using ladder logic, it was difficult to make a description with good 
forecasting of a batch control sequence which underwent changes as the 
process progressed. With PD-NO1, descriptions using a time chart format 
has been adopted, and they define output patterns and the requirements 
for the shift between steps for each device. It is easy to grasp an image of 
operations, even though the sequence is complicated.Naturally, operation 
sequences are supported at all times, allowing full handling of interlock 
descriptions as well.

Creating graphic screens with special drawing tools
Graphic screens are created using special drawing tools with CAD images. 
Loops and tags, which are registered with sequences or valve motors, can 
be specified and moving image displays can be registered on-screen, such 
as valve symbols and/or measurement values.



Example

Example of application to an effluent treatment facility

Example of updating a panel on-site

Example of application to batch processing

Point of 
introduction

Point of 
introduction

Point of 
introduction

Supports complicated 
batch processing

Type control supports 
many types
(Master control)

Full analog control function
(Temperature, flow rate, 
etc.)

System configuration 
example

Controller

Controller

Controller

Remote I/O

Center

Field

Operator's 
console (PC)

Operator's 
console (PC)

Operator's 
console (PC)

Replacing each panel 
function 
(control, alarm, recording)

Database used for 
recording and monitoring 
results

Downsizing control 
devices

Biological reactor Disinfection tankSecondary grit chamberPrimary grit chamberGrit chamber

Automatic dust 
collector
 Sludge pump

Primary grit 
chamber
 Drain pump

Lifting pump

Drain pump
Blast

Lifting pump

Drain pump

Sludge pump

Aeration 
equipment
Temperature 
monitoring

Chlorine 
treatment

Drain pump

Supports distributed 
placement using the PLC 
network

Centralized monitoring of 
each subsystem using the 
central PC

Analog control for each 
subsystem is processed all at 
once with a small controller

Motor Cooling water

Cooling water

Systematized

    Control panel
Discharging materials/
loading materials
Silo temperature control

Thermometer Boiler

Flowmeter Flowmeter Flowmeter

Grit chamber
Primary grit chamber

Biological 
reactor

Secondary 
grit chamber

Disinfection 
tank

Materials/
Mixing tank
Flowmeter
Motor
Temperature

Boiler related
Cooling water
Steam
Temperature

Materials tank

Materials tank

Before change After change

Mixing tank

System configuration 
example

System configuration 
example
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Spec

[Controller Specification]

128

128

1,000

1,000

128

80

512

256

Analog input

Analog output

Digital input

Digital output

Monitoring/control loop

Sequence map

Timer counter

Valve motor

ESLB

SpecificationItems

Make

[System scale]

2,048

512

4,096

6,144

2,048

512

200

Loop

Sequence

Valve/motor

Real time

Batch

Number of recipes

Number of categories

Number of data 
elements/recipes

Controller

Client operation control

Printer

Number of graphic screens

Recipe 
management

Logs
Number of reports

Number of data collected

Number of operation guides

Number of user alarms

Monitoring/
operations 

scale

Operator's 
Console

Number of 
stations

Operator's Console

Items Specification

4/4

128

256/process

8,192

8,192

4 unit *1

16 units

4 units/terminal server

4 unit *2

*1 Total number of POC and terminal servers
*2 Number of units per POC.

Number of 
instrument 

display tags

Number of processes
(Regular report/

batch report)

Number 
of trend 
displays

Control 
scale of 

controller *3

(Per unit) 

*3 Depending on the hardware configuration, the number of
 signals that can actually be used may be restricted.

●Microsoft® Excel® is a product name of US Microsoft Corp.

●Ethernet is a product name of Fuji Xerox, Co., Ltd.
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